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ABSTRACT. Il f: R —* R    is a quasiconformal homeomorphism of Riemann

surfaces, then Marden showed that / naturally induces an isomorphism of the

corresponding Hilbert spaces of square integrable first-order differential forms.

It is demonstrated that this isomorphism preserves many important subspaces.

Preliminary to this, various facts about the subspace of semiexact differentials

are derived; especially, the orthogonal complement is identified. The norm of

the isomorphism is K(f)     where K(f) is the maximal dilatation of /. In addition,

/ defines an isomorphism of the square integrable harmonic differentials and

some important subspaces are preserved. It is shown that not all important sub-

spaces are preserved. The relationship of this to other work is investigated; in

particular, the connection with the work of Nakai on the isomorphism of Royden

algebras induced by a quasiconformal mapping is explored. Finally, the induced

isomorphisms are applied to the classification theory of Riemann surfaces to

show that various types of degeneracy are quasiconformally invariant.

Introduction. Let Y(R) denote the Hilbert space of square integrable first-

order differential forms on the Riemann surface 7?. A detailed discussion of

Y(R) may be found in [3, Chapter V]; free use will be made of the notation and

basic results of this reference. Initially, we establish some basic facts about

semiexact differentials which are needed later. In particular, the orthogonal com-

plement of the subspace of semiexact differentials is identified and various other

orthogonal decompositions are obtained. The main portion of the paper is con-

cerned with the isomorphism /  : Y(R') —» Y(R) induced by a quasiconformal

homeomorphism f: R —* R   of Riemann surfaces which was introduced by Marden

[6], A study of /    shows that it preserves many of the important subspaces and

that it has norm K(/)   , where K(f) is the maximal dilatation of /. Also, a quasi-

conformal mapping f: R —* R' induces an isomorphism /£: Yh(R') —» Yh(R) of

square integrable harmonic differentials. Again, many important subclasses of
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harmonie differentials are preserved under this isomorphism; however, several sub-

spaces are exhibited which are not preserved. Nakai [ll] showed that a quasicon-

formal mapping of Riemann surfaces naturally induces an isomorphism between the

corresponding Royden algebras and that the converse is also true. The relationship

of this to the isomorphism of Marden is investigated. The connection with work of

Rochberg ([13], [14]) and Accola [2] is discussed, too. Finally, some applications

to the classification theory of Riemann surfaces are given which demonstrate the

quasiconformal invariance of several null classes.

1. Semiexact differentials and orthogonal decompositions. In this section we

shall discuss the subspace of semiexact differentials, identify its orthogonal com-

plement and derive several other related orthogonal decompositions. All of these

results will be employed later.

Definition. Let R be a Riemann surface,

(i) Yle(R) = \(ù e Yl(R): Jda = 0 for all dividing cycles d}. Ysg(R) is the

closure of T^e(R) in the Hilbert space Y(R).

(ii) T      (R) is the closure of r'(R)nr'(i) in T(R).
i        i 1        1

From the definition it is clear that Yl 3 I"1*   D 1"\  . Y: consequently, T   D
C SC CO v c

rse => rco> re'  Because rL C rco ° Fl C Tco ° Te> '" is evident that Teo C

rcoe c rco n re.

Proposition 1. Yse(R) n YHr) = r]c(R).

Proof. Obviously, T1   C T„ n Y1. Now let o> e T    O T1 C T   n Y1 = rl.
J1     se se se c c

There is a sequence (a )°°_0 in Y      with \\a> -tu || —»0. Let d be any dividing

cycle on R, then J", a   =0 for ail n. Since o —» f¿o is a continuous linear

functional on Y , it follows that /, a> = 0. Hence, O) e Yse.

Corollary. Ybse(R) = Ysg(R) P Yh(R).

The next result gives several useful orthogonal decompositions involving Ysg.

Proposition 2. (i) Yse(R) = Yco(R) <B (Yhse(R) n Y*e(R)).

mYse(R) = Yhse(R)<BYeo(R).

(m) rc(R) = rse(R)(fir*jR).

Proof, (i) This follows in a simple manner from the decomposition I"1 = Y

0 T*. Let to e Yse, then w = o>co + *ae where <ucQ e Yco and o>e e Yg. Since

cù     eY     CT    ,
co co se*
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*cü £Y   nr* = r   nrnr'nr.r.nr;.
e se e se c c e ose be

(ii) The result is obtained immediately upon applying the orthogonal decompo-

sition T   = T, © Y      to a differential a> £ Ysg C Y .

(iii) This decomposition is derived from (ii) together with Y   = Y, © Y    =

r* © r.   © r .
0777 hse eo

The following is a slight extension of a theorem of Royden ([16, p. 53], [17,

Theorem 13B, p. 134]).

Theorem 1. Yg(R) = Ycoe(R) © (Y*se(R) D Yhg(R)).

Proof. First we show that Y       1 Y?     n Y,   . Actually it is enough to prove

that r!L n r! IP*      nr.  . Leí a1/ er'    nr' and du er*„nr,  . Deter-
co e hse foe * co e hse be

mine a canonical region ßCfi such that df = 0 in R ~ fl. Let d Q = \J y   where

each contour y    is positively oriented. / is constant on each y , say f\y   = c .

Also, each y   is a dividing cycle because Q is canonical. Now,

(df, du)R = (df, du)a = ff df A*du
a

= hf**- SSfd*dir=ZCn U **- iff'**-
a 72 '» o

Since du  £ Y,   , d*dü = A« = 0. As dû £ P?se and y    is a dividing cycle,

/     *du = 0. Hence, (df, du)R = 0. Next, if <w £ Y0 and tu 1 Ycoe, then <a e T*se

n rfce. Since Tcoe 3 Yeo, <o 1 T^. From Y = T^ © T* we obtain a, e T, n

T* = T,   . It remains to show that <u eP£„_. Because <u eT,., <u = du for some
c />*? fose he

harmonic function u on R having finite Dirichlet integral. Let d be any dividing

cycle on R. Take a regular open set ñ on R such that <9ß = d U d' with d.' homologous

to d. It may be necessary to replace d by a cycle homologous to d in order to

accomplish this but no generality is lost. There is a smooth function g on R with

g = 1 on d, g = 0 on d' and dg = 0 on R ~ ß. Then ag £ YXcf) C\ Y\ and

0 = (dg, du)R = (dg, du)Q = f¡dgA *dü = fda g*dü= f¿*dü.
a

Thus, *dû~ is semiexact so *du is too. Therefore, <o = du £ Y*tse O r¿e.

Corollary. PR) = Y*sf(R) © T^ÍR) = YSf(R) ®Y*coe(R).

Proof. From the theorem Y   = T      © Pf     n I\    and it is known that T =
e        coe hse be
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r*o©rc so that r = T*o © (Y*se nYhe) © Ycoe. Proposition 2 (i) gives r„ -

r     © T.       n Tí    so the corollary now follows.
co bse he *

Corollary. Y      (R) = Y    (R) © Y.    (R).
J       coe eo hm

Proof. Recall that T   = IV ©T „ and IV = I\    © (R     D I\  ) so that
e? be eo be bm bse be

Ye = Yeo © Yhm © U~¿je n r¿e). By comparing this decomposition of Yg to that

given in the theorem and using the uniqueness of an orthogonal complement, we

obtain the corollary.

The first corollary proves that Y* g(R) and Tse(R) are orthogonal comple-

ments in r(R). Since Y = Y     © Y*, a consequence of the second corollary is

that 17        O T* = T.   . Clearly, Y     D T   CiY* = Y.    PY.. In general, Y,     is
coe c hm ' '     co e c ho be ° »     hm

a proper subset of Yh   C\Ybg [l], so Y    g is typically properly included in Y

nYg.

2. Isomorphism of square integrable differentials induced by a quasiconformal

mapping. Suppose that f: R —* R   is a K-quasiconformal mapping of the Riemann

surface R onto the Riemann surface R*, then /induces an isomorphism / : T(R')

—» Y(R) as follows [6, p. 30]. Let cù' = a(w)du + b(w)dv in terms of a local para-

meter w = u + iv in a neighborhood of p' = f(p), then / (&>') is defined in a neigh-

borhood of p by

/%»') = [a(f(z))ux(z) + K/UW^UHdx + Uf(z))Uy(z) + M/U))t,y(z)]¿y

in terms of the local parameter z = x + z'y at p where / = a + z'f. Here a , a , f ,
x    y    x

v    are distributional derivatives of a and v. Proofs of several properties of /

are sketched in [6]; complete proofs are included here together with many new prop-

erties of / .

Theorem 2. (i) // /: R —» R* is K-quasiconformal, then

fn(aa>' + bo') = «/"(wO + è/V)

for all a,beC and a', o ' eY(R') and

K-U2\\»iR.<\\ño>')\\R<K1/2w\\R,-

(ii) // j: R—*R is the identity mapping, then jH: Y(R) —*Y(R) is the iden-

tity mapping.

(iii) // /: R —» R' and- g: R' —► R" izre quasiconformal homeomorphisms, then

ig°f)" = fU°g*.

Proof, (i) That /# is linear is clear. It is sufficient to establish the right-

hand inequality, since the other inequality then follows by considering /***• R' —*R
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which is also K-quasiconformal and making use of properties (ii) and (iii). The

right-hand inequality shows that /    maps Y(R') into Y(R), In fact, it is enough

to show that ||/"(û>')||y< K||«u'|lv'  where V is a Jordan region on R and V' = f(V).

Suppose oj' - a(w)du + b(w)dv in V . Let

[ux(z)    uy(z)

vx(z)    vy(z)

which is the matrix representing the derivative of / at z £ V. Df(z) exists a.e.

since / is quasiconformal. Now,

'a(f(z))ux(z) + b(f(z))vx(z)

a(f(z))uy(z) + bif(z))vy(z)   '

where Df(z)" denotes the transpose of the matrix Df(z). Let ||D/U)|| denote the

norm of the linear transformation Df(z): R2 —» R2, then  ||D/(z)||2 < K\](z, f)\ a.e.

where j(z, f) is the Jacobian of / at z [18, Theorem 34.6, p. 115]. By making

use of this fact together with (1) we obtain

ll/'V)« V < K J/(|«(/U))|2 + | W^l/U. /)| dxdy
v

= K    ¡f    (laU^+l^l^aW^Kll*)'!2,,.
f'VUV

(ii) and (iii) are trivial to verify.

Corollary. If f: R—* R* is quasiconformal, then /": Y(R') —» Y(R) is an

isomorphism of Hilbert spaces.

Theorem 3. If f: R —» R   is a quasiconformal homeomorphism, then the iso-

morphism f : Y(r') —» r(R) is also an isomorphism of

Yc(R'), YJR') ,Ye(R'), YJR'), YcjR\ YJr')
onto

Yc(R), YJR), Ye(R), YJR), YcjR), YJR),

respectively.

(1) Df(z)

Proof. The cases corresponding to Yc, Ye and Yeo were already mentioned

by Marden [6, p. 30], The proof of these facts is scattered throughout the remainder
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h<ù

of this section. The next three propositions will be used in establishing this

theorem.

Proposition 3. Suppose R is a Riemann surface, h: R —» C is continuous and

has locally integrable distributional derivatives. If o eY (R) and Q is a regular

subregion on R, then J"/   dh A o - / _ ho.

Proof. Let i&J„_Q be a triangulation of Q such that An is a compact subset

of a parametric disk V    on R. Since o eY (R), there is a twice continuously

differentiable function e : V   —» C with de   = o\V . Hence,
°n      n °n        '    n '

Ji» a..2 SS*A «.- Í fffcr-rt=)*+
o „oí;; ¡Hii \3'<>y   *>»•/

Now,

ff^-^Wf       hdgn = f
JJ \dx fly     dy Sx j h*„     5"    Jd*n

[5, p. 156]. Since 2N n f,.    ha = f,_ ¿<u, the result follows.
n=u Jo&n ou

Proposition 4. Suppose R is a Riemann surface and o 6 T(R). // for every

parametric disk V on R,o\V € YC(V), then o e Y  (R).

Proof. It is sufficient to show that o ÍY*    since Y = Y   © Y* . In fact, it
eo c eo '

is enough to prove that o i Yg. Let dh e Y      and let K be a compact set such

that h vanishes on R ~ K. Find a finite set (V ) _0 of parametric disks V    such

that K C UN_o y • ßy selecting the Vn properly it is possible to find dhn e

Y\ (V ) such that 2N . h   = 1 on K. Now, hh   e Y\  (V ) (0 < n < N) and since
eo      n n=0    n '      n «o      n —     —

cr|V   e rc(V ), we obtain 0 = (o, *a\hh ))v   = (o, *d(hh ))R. By summing this

over « we get (o, *dh)R = 0. Hence, o e Y (R).

Proposition 5. Suppose R is a Riemann surface ando eYc(R). If o has com-

pact support, then o eY    (R).

Proof. We will show that o 1 Yg*; the result then follows since Y = Yco ©

r*. Take dh e Yg and let ß be a regular region on R such that co * 0 in R ~ Q.

Let g: R —* C be twice continuously differentiable such that g has compact sup-

port and g\Q = 1. Then dg eYlgQ and a\gh) eYlgQ. Since o eYc and Tc 1 T*o,

it follows that 0 = (o, *d(gh))R = (o, *d(gb))Q = (o, *dh)Q = (cr, *dh)R. Thus,

o-erco(R).

Now we are in a position to show that /    preserves T . We will prove

/"(ri(R')) is a subset 0f r (R). From the continuity of /* it will follow that
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f"(Yc(R')) C r (R). Consideration of f~l shows that equality must hold. Let

<a' £ Y (R'); it is enough to prove that / (a') is locally closed on R. Let V be

a parametric disk on R and set V' = f(V). Since tu' e rc(R'), there is a twice

continuously differentiable function g: V —♦ C with dg = eu' in V . It is a simple

matter to see that / (<y')|V = d(g ° /). We want to demonstrate that a\g °/) 1

r^0(V). Let dh £ r]0(V) and A be a Jordan domain in V, Ä L V, such that <JA

is rectifiable and h m 0 in V ~ A, then by Proposition 3

(d(g o /), *¿i)„ = ¡f dh A 4g o /) = J^ W(g o /) = 0
A

since i = 0 on ¿JA. Thus, /* is an isomorphism of rc(R') onto TC(R).

Next, f"(Y    (R')) = T    (R). We will prove that /"(T*   (R')) C Yip) which
CO c O t O tu

suffices. Let w' e T*   (R*) C T  (R'), then /"(«') eT (R) and has compact sup-
c c

port. From Proposition 5 we conclude that / (a1) £ Y    (R).

/* is an isomorphism of Y oe(R') onto Ycoe(R). As is typical we will just

show that /" maps Ylco(R') n T^(R') into rcoe(R). Let ag er*o(R') n P^R'),

then / (dg) = d(g of). Note that g °f is continuous on R, has compact support

and has square integrable distributional derivatives. Let o £ Pi  (R) C Y (R) and

take ß to be a canonical regular region on R outside of which d(g of) vanishes,

then by Proposition 3

(d(g ° /), *o)R - (4g o /), V)0 = - ff dig o /) A Ô = - ¿(g ° /)ô\
a

Since g °f is constant on each contour of dû, each contour of dQ is a dividing

cycle and ct £ Y*e(R), it follows that the last integral vanishes. Thus, d(g °/)l

T*e(R) and so d(g of) £Ycoe(R).

By a very similar type of argument one can show that /    is an isomorphism

of Yg(R ), Ygo(R ) onto r (R), Y    (R), respectively. For this reason the proofs

will not be given. The next proposition is useful in studying the isomorphism be-

tween continuous linear functionals on Y(R) and T(R') which is induced by / .

In turn this will enable us to show that /* maps rjc(R') onto Tse(R).

Proposition 6. Suppose that f: R —» R   is a K-quasiconformal homeomorphism,

f : R —» R    C R   is a K-quasiconformal homeomorphism, (f )°°_0 converges uni-

formly to f on compact subsets of R and \\df - df \\K —» 0 for some compact set

KCR. For ú>' eT(R') let /^W) denote the image of cor\R^ under f", then

11/ V) - />')||K -* 0 for all co' £ Y(r').

Proof. First, an elementary argument shows that we need only establish the

result for a>' £ Y (R1) and when K is a compact subset of some parametric disk

V. In the following we make the abuse of notation that /*(<*)') also represents a
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2x1 column vector whose top component is the coefficient of dx and whose bot-

tom component is the coefficient of dy. With this convention

/VWJWJ-D/U)"

Uf(z)) - a(f
Df(z)"

Kf(z)) - M/

Uf(z))l tKU))]

[¿(/(^"^^"[«/„(^J
'.WJI Ufn(z))\

-D(/(z)-/n(z))»

•"il KU))J
so that

(2)    ||/%W>')||<||D/(z)

a(/(z)) - o(/n(z))

bifiz)) - «/(*))
l!D(/(z)-/n(z))||

*(/(z))||

«/.«>!

There is a compact set K' C R' such that f(K) C K' and fn(K) C K1 for all n

sufficiently large. Since a and b are continuous on K', it follows that a ° /

and è ° /   are uniformly bounded on K. Also, since a and ¿> are uniformly con-

tinuous on K   and (/n)"_0 converges uniformly to / on K, it is clear that a of —

a °f   and b ° f — b °f   converge uniformly to zero on K. Finally,

WDifiz) - fn(z))\\ <
*/-/->

<9x
(z)

<*/-/„>

¿y
-U)

These remarks in conjunction with inequality (2) are satisfactory to indicate the

method of completing the proof. Therefore, the proof is complete.

Since /* is an isomorphism of Y (R1) onto rc(R), it is well known that /

induces an isomorphism between the continuous linear functionals on F (R) and

those on T (R*). In fact, if L: r\.(R) —» C is a continuous linear functional on

Yc(R), then the mapping L': Yc(R') -» C defined by lV) = L(f\o>')) is the

corresponding linear functional on Y (R ). We shall investigate this connection

more closely in a special case. Let « be a 1-cycle on R, then L(a>) = f &> is a

continuous linear functional on r'(R) [3, pp. 284—286] which has a unique ex-

tension to rc(R). The extension is still denoted by L. By the Riesz represen-

tation theorem there is a unique differential i/K«) e Y (R) such that L(<y) =

(tu, 0W)R for all tu e YC(R). Note that i/r(c) depends only on the homology class

of <u Also, since Y  (R) = Y    (R) © Y*  (R), it follows that t^o) e Y*  (R).
' c eo bo bo

The corresponding linear functional on Y (R*) is L'(a>') = (/"(<*>'), ys(c))R. The

following theorem shows that L   is simply the linear functional naturally asso-

ciated with the cycle «' = /(«); see [6, pp. 30—31]. Let i/r'Cc') be the differential

associated with «'.
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Theorem 4. Let f: R —» R   be a K-quasiconformal homeomorphism. If «. is a

l-cycle on R and ¿ = /(«), then (&>', tf/'U'))R, = (/"(cu'), i//U))R for ail tu' e

rc(R').

Proof. First, observe that it suffices to establish the result in the case when

a>' er'(fi) and «. is a smooth Jordaa curve on R. Let A be an annular neighbor-

hood about c, then /(A) = A   is an annular region on R . Take an annular neigh-

borhood A.  of « with A. C A. There is a sequence (/ )°°_0 of real-analytic K-

quasiconformal maps of A. into A   such that (/ )°°_0  converges uniformly to / on

compact subsets of A x [5, Satz 4.2, p. 222] and \\df-df \\K —» 0 for all compact

sets K C Aj [5, Satz 5.3, p. 227]. Let <a' £Yc(r'). A straightforward computation

shows that

since / («.) is homologous to /(-c) = «.', at least for sufficiently large values of ».

Let a be a closed differential having compact support K, «CKCAj, such that

f r« ffo A r- (r, *a)R = (r, *a)K
ft

for all r 6 r'(R) [4, pp. 283-285]. This remains valid for any r £ Ylc(Q) where

ß is a subregion of R which contains K. Notice that *o = tp(c) + *o     where

oeo eTeo(R) because r_(R)l T*o(R) and tf/U) £YC(R) is unique by the Riesz

representation theorem. Hence

(ft)', ^V))R, = £ />') = (/>'), *ff)K.

Because ||/*(&>') - /"((u)||K —» 0, by Proposition 6 it follows that

W, ^U'))R, = (/%»% MK = (f*(e>'), *o)R

= (/»(«A «¿U))R,

which is the desired result.

This now permits us to show that /    is an isomorphism of Ysg(R') onto

Tse(R). Let d be any dividing cycle on R and <a' £ Yse(R ), then from Theorem 4,

0 = («', tA'U»))R, - (/V), <AU))R because T^R1) = r,,(K') © P*m(R') and

t¡/'(d') £ Y*m (R1) if and only if d'  is a dividing cycle [3, Theorem 20E, p. 31l].

Thus, (/ (co1), ift(d))R = 0 for all dividing cycles d on R. As d runs through all

dividing cycles, the ipAd) span Y*m(R) [3, Theorem 20C, p. 310]. Therefore,

(/"(«'), ff)R =0 for all o er*m(R). From /*(©') eT^R) and r_(R) = Tse(R)

© P£m(R), we conclude that /#(eu') eTsg(R). At this point the proof of Theorem 4

is complete.
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Next, we derive one more basic fact about the isomorphism /  ; we shall

determine its norm. If /: R —> R   is K-quasiconformal,' then Theorem 2(i)  shows

that the norm ||/"|| of the isomorphism /*: Y(r') —* Y(R) is at most K^. The fol-

lowing theorem improves this result.

Theorem 5. Suppose that f: R —► R   is a quasiconformal homeomorphism hav-

ing maximal dilatation K(f) and f  : Y(R') —* Y(R) is the induced isomorphism,

then ||/*||2 = K(/).

Proof. Clearly, it is enough to show that K(f) < \\f  \\    since we have already

established the reverse inequality. The idea for the following proof is derived

from [17, 7G, pp. 214-215].

Let d(R) denote the set of all ring domains A on R such that A is contained

in a noncompact simply connected region Q . on R and such that the two boundary

components of A are closed Jordan curves. It is known that

M(f(A))
K(/)=  sup -mr*

AeS(R)   M{A)

where M(A) denotes the modulus of the ring domain A. Given A e Cl(R) let AQ

denote the compact component of R ~A in Q.. For each A ed(R) let hA be

the unique continuous real-valued function on R with the properties that ^1^-

si, hA\R ~ (A u A A = 0 and hA\A is harmonic. It is not difficult to see that

dhA tYg(R) and it is well known that M(A) = ^dhA\~2.

Assume that ||/#||2 < K(f), then there is an A eö(R) such that

\\f«\\2<M(f(A))/M(A)<K(f).

Because M(A) = \\dhj~2 and M(f(A)) = IW*/(A)I!r?, we obtain

II ¿Mu
ll/"ll<- AR

Observe that f^idh,,AA = d(h..A. °/) eY (R) and that the continuous function

bf,A\ °f has the properties that t>t/A\ °f\^0 = 1 a"d h,,A. °f\R ~ (A u AQ) = 0.

Hence, a suitable version of the Dirichlet principle implies that 11^^11 d <

||/ (dh,(AM „, because h.... °/ has the same boundary values on dA as the

harmonic function h .. Consequently,

\\äh,(A)\\R'

which contradicts the definition of the norm of / . This establishes the theorem.

Corollary. The isomorphism f  : Y(R') —» Y(R) is an isometry if and only if

the quasiconformal mapping f: R —* R1 is actually a conformai mapping.
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Proof. If /* is an isometry, then ||/"|| = 1. Thus, K(f) = 1  and / is a con-

formal mapping. Conversely, if / is conformai, then elementary computations show

that /    is an isometry.

3. Isomorphism of square integrable harmonic differentials induced by a quasi-

conformal mapping. Marden [6, p. 30] has shown that it is possible to use a quasi-

conformal map /: R —* R   to define an isomorphism of Y, (R ) onto P (R). Of

course, for a general quasiconformal mapping /: R —> R   and <a' £ Y, (R ), one

cannot expect that /*(o') £Yb(R). However, /*(&>') eT^R) and Yc(R) = Yb(R)

© YgQ(R) so one can take the projection of /"(«a') onto the subspace P (R); let

/,(<u') denote the image of /(&>') under this projection. The following analog of

Theorem 2 is valid.

Theorem 6. (i) If f: R —> R   is K-quasiconformal, then

/¿W + bo') = a//(û/) + è//(tr')

for all a, b e C ana* <y', a' 6 P^ÍR1) and

K-1/2lh'llR-<ll/,V)||R<K1/2||a)'||R,

(ii) //;': R —» R is the identity mapping, then /*: I^R) _ ^(r) fs the

identity mapping.

(iii) 7/ /: R —» R   a«fi? g: R  —» R'  are quasiconformal homeomorphisms, then

(s°ni-fi°8i-

Proof. We shall only verify (iii) since the other parts are apparent. Let a" £

Yh(R"), then 8V) = ^") + < where «>eo ereo(R,)' Hence'

(g o /)»(*>") = / V(o,")) = /V""» + /'K>

Now, /"(<u¿ ) er    (R) since /" is an isomorphism of Yg  (R1) onto rco(R).

Also, f%l(ú)")) = ffeH/ü")) +ú)go where <uM e^tfi). Therefore

Since /¿(g^W)) £T¿(R) and ago + /"(&>¿0) €Teo(R), the uniqueness of the

orthogonal decomposition implies that (g °f)b = f, ° 8h'

Corollary. If f: R —» R* í's quasiconformal, then f, : YA.R') —» P (R) is a»

isomorphism of Hilbert spaces.

There is also a counterpart to Theorem 3.
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Theorem 7. If f: R —► R   z's a quasiconformal homeomorphism, then the iso-

morphism /*: YhiR') —» Yh(R) is also an isomorphism of Yh¿e(R'), Yhg(R.'),

rboW>rbm{R"> °nt0 rhseW> rbei®> r¿o(í?)» ̂ J^.Zs^cHvJly.

Proof. The result for Yho is already known [6, p. 30]. Only the fact that f h

is an isomorphism of I\    (R*) onto I\\,se(#) will be established in detail since

all of the remaining cases can be handled in the same manner. Let cù' eFhsg(R )

crje(R'), then f"(o>') e^se(R) because /* is an isomorphism of Ysg(R') onto

Ysg(R). Now, /"(«') =/¿(<a') + cogo where cogo eYgo(R) C Ysg(R). Hence,

fl(o>') =/ V)- o>go e Ysg(R) n Yh(R) = Thsg(R). This proves that f\ maps

r,se(R*) into r¿sff(R). By consideration of /"    we can conclude that fh is

surjective. The other results follow in the same manner by making use of the facts

that /" is an isomorphism of Yg(R'), Yco(R'), Tcog(R') onto Yg(R), Yco(R),

Y(R), respectively, that YAR), Y(R), ^AR)^)Y(R) and that YAP.)

nYh(R) = Yhg(R), Yco(R)nYh(R) = Yho(R), Ycog(R) nYh(R) = YhjR).
Thus, Theorem 7 shows that the isomorphism /,  preserves many of the impor-

tant subspaces of harmonic differentials; however, not all such subspaces are pre-

served. For instance, let Y    (R) denote the subspace of exact analytic differen-

tials and Ys (R ) the subspace of Schottky differentials on R , then it need not be

true that fHh(YagiR')) = ?aeiR) or f"hiYsiR')) = YS(R). By definition R* e Oad

if and only if Yag(R.') = (0), and Yh(R') = YS(R') if and only if R' eOAD [3,

Corollary 14E, p. 294]. The class 0 . D is not quasiconformally invariant [17,

Theorem 14A, p. 135], so there is a quasiconformal homeomorphism f: R —► R   of

Riemann surfaces such that R 4 0AD and R* e 0AJ). Therefore, f\(YagiR')) =

(0) is a proper subset of Yag(R). Also, from Yh(R') = YS(R') and Yb(R) / YS(R),

we see that ftj>(Ys(R>)) = T¿(R) properly contains TS(R). Consequently, the

isomorphism of harmonic differentials which is induced by a quasiconformal map-

ping need not always preserve the space of Schottky differentials or the space of

exact analytic differentials.

This same result can be used to demonstrate that an additional subspace of

harmonic   differentials is not preserved.   It is known that   Y (R)  =

Cl(rfco(R) + Y*oiR)) [3, Theorem 14D, p. 293]. From this it is readily seen that

the subspace Yt    is generally not preserved. Suppose that / AYf  (R')) = Yf  (R),

then fl(Y.   (R) + Y*  (R1)) = Y,   (R) + Y*  (R) because we already know that
' b     bo bo bo bo *

f AY,   (R1)) = r,   (R). As /,   is an isomorphism, we may now conclude that

/£(rs(R')) = rs(R), a result not always true.

The fact that rt    is not preserved by f h is at odds with a result of Marden

[6, Theorem 14, p. 31]. Let us restate part of his theorem in our notation so that

we can see how it implies the invariance of Tí    under the isomorphism /,. Let

f: R —► R   be a quasiconformal homeomorphism, c a compact 1-cycle on R and
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«' = /(«.). Suppose i/rU) eP|0(R) is the Yb (R)-reproducer for -c and ¡fr'U') e

Tí  (R*) is the P (R')-reproducer for -c', then one part of Marden's theorem asserts

that

II^V)||R,

llg>U))!lR.

where g = /"  . In other words, for every compact cycle «'   on R', /b(if/(<i')) is a

scalar multiple of >/fU). In particular, / ?(i/f'Cc')) £P|0(R) f°r all compact 1-cycles

«.' on R . Now, as c!   runs through the set of all compact cycles on R , the corre-

sponding set of all such reproducing differentials ^*(«') span P¿o(R ) [3, Theorem

20C, p. 310]. From this we can conclude that /¿(Pi0(R')) C I¿*(R). Due to the

symmetry of the situation, equality must hold, or /, preserves P? , a result which

we know to be generally false.

The preceding indicates the invalidity of the theorem of Marden; it seems

worthwhile to isolate the error in his proof. In order to achieve this, it is necessary

to paraphrase his proof. Suppose L is the linear functional on P (R) determined

by « so that L(w) = / <a = (<u, if/(<A)R for all co £ P (R), and let L   be the asso-

ciated linear functional defined on P (R1): L'(cu') = L(f Aeo')). Previously, we

have shown that L'((o') = f , a' = (cú',tfr'(-c'))Rl, where «' = /(e). Marden's result

is that f b maps tfr'(c')  into a scalar multiple of ip(<A. One key identity in his

"proof" is

max  (<u', if/'W))R, =   max (fb(o>'), i(r(tA)R = max(cu, ^(c))R,
(ú'eV eo'el' a>el

where ¡' = \<o' £ Yb(R'): \\új'\\r, = 1} is the unit sphere in rè(R') and 7 = f"b(l') =

\<ù £Yb(R): \\gnb(oj)\\R, = ll. His "proof" hinges on the fact that the only differen-

tial in 7 for which maiwfI(ö, ^Ce))R is attained is ^Ce)/||gi(^Ce))||R7. However,

this is generally not the differential for which the maximum is obtained.

In this area there are still several open questions. At present it is not known

whether any of the classes Ybsg, Ybg and Ybm is preserved by fb in the general

case. They are trivially preserved when / is a conformai mapping since it is readily

verified that /"(*tu) = *fll(cû) in this case and we know that P     , Y.    and P
' hse       he bm

are preserved. Also, what is the norm of /??

4. Related work. In this section we shall discuss related work of Accola,

Nakai and Rochberg; connections and similarities between their work and §$2 and 3

will be presented.

In a series of papers Nakai ([7], [8], [9], [10], [ll]) investigated the corre-

spondence between certain algebraic isomorphisms and quasiconformal mappings;

a complete exposition may be found in [17, Chapter III]. We restate his main result

in a form suitable for our purposes; it is equivalent to his original version. Given
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a Riemann surface R let M(R) denote the Royden algebra associated with R; M(R)

is the set of all bounded Tonelli functions defined on R having finite Dirichlet

integral. M(R) is a Banach algebra relative to the norm ||i|| = supR |¿| + ||a"i|| _.

It is clear that dM(R) = \dh: h £ M(R)\ C Yg(R). A quasiconformal mapping /:

R —» R1 determines an algebraic isomorphism /  : M(R ) —► M(R) defined by f'(h)

= h o f. Conversely, an algebra isomorphism a: M(R ) —► M(R) induces a quasicon-

formal map j: R —* R.' such that o = /  . Thus, the algebraic structure of Royden's

algebra M(R) characterizes the quasiconformal structure of the Riemann surface R.

It is elementary to see that df'(h) = f (dh) fot h £ M(R') so that the isomor-

phisms /    and /' are intimately connected. This also shows that /    maps

dM(R ) onto dM(R). An obvious question to consider is the extent to which an

analog of the work of Nakai holds for the correspondence between quasiconformal

maps and isomorphisms of Hubert spaces of differential forms. As we have seen,

every quasiconformal mapping /: R —► R   induces an isomorphism / : Y(R ) —►

T(R) and ||/*|| = K(/)V4. Conversely, is every isomorphism of Y(R') onto Y(R)

induced by some quasiconformal map of R onto R ? The answer to this question

is negative. Given two quasiconformally equivalent Riemann surfaces R and R ,

the coefficient of quasiconformality of R with respect to R   is defined to be

K(R, R1) = inf K(f), where the infimum is taken over all quasiconformal homeomor-

phisms /: R —» R*. Note that K(R, R') > 1. Clearly, a necessary condition for an

isomorphism <£: Y(R ) —» Y(R) to be determined by some quasiconformal map

f: R-* R1; that is, for tf> = /*, is \\<p\\ > K(R, R1). However, this condition is

certainly not sufficient. For any Riemann surface R, Y(R) is a separable Hubert

space of countably infinite orthogonal dimension. Consequently, for any two

Riemann surfaces R and R , Y(R) and Y(R ) are isometric, so the Hubert space

structure of Y(R) does not determine the quasiconformal structure of R. It would

be interesting to determine a reasonable characterization of those isomorphisms

which are induced by a quasiconformal mapping.

Rochberg ([13], [14]) has shown how to define a distance between two com-

pact bordered Riemann surfaces. For a compact bordered Riemann surface R, let

A(R) be the supremum normed Banach algebra of functions continuous on R and

holomorphic on R, the interior of R. Given two compact bordered Riemann sur-

faces Rj and R2, the distance between them is defined by making use of the

family of all continuous invertible linear maps from A(Rj) to A(R2). This idea

can be carried out in the setting of this paper. Given two Riemann surfaces R

and R*, let L(r(R), Y(R )) denote the set of all continuous linear isomorphisms

of T(R) onto r(R'). Given <f> £L(Y(R), Y(r')), set c(<f>) = (\\<f>\\ W~ljD~l and

d(R, R') = inf Í- log c(0): <f> £ L(Y(R), Y(R'))}. With this definition d(R, R') = 0

since r(R) and Y(R ) are isometric. We could try to restrict our attention to

L(P (R), P (R*)). But if R and R* are compact Riemann surfaces of the same
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genus, then Y AR), Y.(R') have the same dimension and are isometric. Thus,

R and R' would have zero distance between them. This program would meet with

more success if those isomorphisms induced by a quasiconformal map could be

characterized in a natural manner and then we replaced L(r(R), Y(R )) by this

smaller family.

Accola [2] has shown how to induce an isomorphism of a certain subspace of

harmonic differentials from a mapping more general than a quasiconformal map-

ping. We recall the construction.

Definition. Let f: R —+ R   be a homeomorphism of Riemann surfaces. Given

a cycle « on R, let c' be the corresponding cycle on R . Let K(«), K(c') denote

the class of all cycles on R, R   which are homologous to «, «', respectively. /

is said to be an èo-mapping if there is a finite constant M > 1 such that

AT lA(HU)) < A(KU')) < AWKU))

for all cycles « on R, where A(K) denotes the extremal length of the family K.

If /: R —» R   is an ¿o-mapping, then R   is said to be ¿bo-equivalent to R.

Clearly, f: R —* R1 is an io-mapping if and only if /       is. Also, a quasi-

conformal map is an io-map. The converse is not necessarily true: any homeomor-

phism of the unit disk onto the complex plane is an io-mapping but these two

regions are not quasiconformally equivalent.

It was demonstrated by Accola [2, Theorem 2, p. 541] that an èo-mapping

f: R-* R   induces an isomorphism /* of jT£o(R') onto T|o(R). The mapping is

defined by  f\i(i'(*.')) = t/i(<i)   for corresponding cycles c and «'; recall that xfA.'i)

is the r^-reproducing differential for «. This specifies /* on a spanning subset

of l~¿o(R ). The fact that / is an Ao-mapping implies that /* is continuous, so

/* extends to all of Y^o(R'). A sort of converse is true. If /: R —» R* is a

homeomorphism and ci: Y^o (R ) —» Pj¡  (R) is a continuous linear isomorphism

such that   (fijf/'(¿)) = 0(.c)  for all corresponding cycles «, «', then / is an ¿bo-map-

ping. We establish the following property of /* which we shall use in the next

section.

Theorem 8. // /: R — R' is an ho-mapping, then f*(Y*m(R')) = r*m(R).

Proof. As d' runs through all dividing cycles on R*, the differentials i/r*(d')

span Y%m(R') [3, Theorem 20C, p. 310]. Moreover, d' is a dividing cycle if and

only if d is. These two comments together with the definition of /* prove the

theorem.

What is the connection between /* and /£? Recall that /£ generally does

not preserve Y*Q. If /: R —» R' is a conformai mapping, then /* = /¿|T* . It is

not known whether equality holds under any other conditions.
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5. Classification theory of Riemann surfaces. Several results in the classi-

fication theory of Riemann surfaces can be obtained by making use of various

properties of the isomorphisms /    and /*. Let w be a positive integer; a Riemann

surface R is said to be of class OnHD, 0£D, 0£M if Ybg(R), Ybg(R) nY*sg(R),

Y,    (R), respectively, has dimension  « — 1. In particular, 0„D = 0„D; similarly

for 0KD and 0HM.

Theorem 9. (i) The classes 0„p and 0£D are preserved under quasiconfor-

mal equivalence.

(ii) The class ()„., is preserved under ho-equivalence.

Proof, (i) From Theorem 7, if /: R —* R   is a quasiconformal homeomorphism,

then f.  maps Y.   (R1) onto P   (R). Thus, they both have the same dimension.

Recall that Ybg = Ybm © (YbgnY*bsg), so that Ybg/Ybm M Ybg O Y*sg.

Since /.   is an isomorphism of Ybe(R') onto Ybg(R) which maps P    (R*) onto

T.   (R), it follows that P   (R')/Y,    (R1) is isomorphic to P   (R)/Y,   (R). In
D772        ' be bm * he bm

particular, Ybg(R') O P|se (R1) and Ybg(R) n Y^jR) have the same dimension.

(ii) This is a simple consequence of Theorem 8 since /* is an isomorphism

of T*   (R') onto T*   (R).
0777 0772

That the classes OL and 0„D are quasiconformally invariant is known

[17, Theorem 14B, p. 135 and Theorem 8H, p. 221]; the other results seem to be

new. Our final result is to prove that belonging to the class 0HM is a property of

the ideal boundary.

Theorem 10. Belonging to the class 0„„ is a property of the ideal boundary.

Proof. Let R and S be Riemann surfaces and take bordered boundary neighbor-

hoods A and B on R and S, respectively. Thus, A' = R ~ A and B' = R"* B

are regular subregions of R and 5, respectively. Consider a conformai homeomor-

phism f of A onto B; we assume that / is defined on dA and maps it onto dB.

Suppose that R £ 0HA1; we want to show that S £ 0HAf. Let R* and S* denote the

Kerékjártó-Stoilow compactification of R and S, respectively. Take  ßx and ß2

to be two closed disjoint subsets of the ideal boundary of S. Because / induces

a homeomorphism of R* ~ A   onto S* ~ B , there exist corresponding disjoint

closed sets a.  and a.    on the ideal boundary of R*. R £ 0„M is equivalent to

the statement that there do not exist two disjoint closed subsets of ideal boundary

components with positive capacity 115, Theorem 1C, p. 202]. Therefore, we may

assume that ctj has capacity zero. Necessary and sufficient for ct,x to have capac-

ity zero is that the family of arcs in R* joining dA to a, have infinite extremal

length [15, Theorem 4B, pp. 165—166]. This is the same as saying that the family

of arcs in R* ^ A' joining dA to a, has infinite extremal length. Since extremal
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length is a conformai invariant, the family of curves in 5* ~ B   connecting dB to

ßy also has infinite extremal length. Consequently, ßy has capacity zero and it

follows that S e 0HM since there do not exist two disjoint closed subsets of the

ideal boundary of S having positive capacity.
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